LANDSCAPE GUIDE TO FAIRSTED
Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site

Brookline, Massachusetts

Fairsted is a work of art. Its scenery, while small

in

scale

and natural in appearance, is a product of vision and care
and reflects many of the design principles put forth by
America's park maker and father of landscape

architecture, Frederick Law Olmsted.
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Ithough Olmsted had no formal design training, he displayed a genius for creating landscapes both practical and beautiful. Ordinary,
even desolate, spaces were often transformed into lush
wildernesses and meadows complete with lakes, rustic
furnishings and an intricate system of paths and drives.
All this was accomplished under Olmsted's direction
with such skill and respect for nature that the viewer
was frequently unaware of the metamorphosis which
had taken place - or of the idea behind the design.
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Fairsted landscape
Four areas of the grounds are
'Ai*t*bct' tfi"..bliiCi'*bi"r on the
philosophy, as well as technique
of design.

Olmsted moved to Fairsted, his Brookline estate, in
of a long and active career. He was 60
yeais old and eager to settle with wife and children into
his first permanent home. The surrounding
neighborhood had once been described as "a kind of
landscape garden." At Fairsted, Olmsted was able to
carve out a small piece of that garden, perfecting those
design principles and ideas for which he had become
1883 at the height
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famous.

Nearly 200 different varieties of trees, shrubs and
ground covers were planted on the grounds of Fairsted
in order to create areas distinct in style and scenery. In
1886, a Chicago journalist took note of the property:
"In no portion of the grounds is there any display of
magnificence. Eaery shaded walk and eaery rocky
nook shows but a careful oaersight of naturds own
simple uDays. lt is a bit of nature's magnificence, and
human hands by seeking to embellish it with
hothouse plants and marble figures and fountains of
bronze cannot impruse it."

Fairsted promised the "ideal suburban lifestyle,"
combining the social and cultural advantages of the city
with the restful and peaceful qualities of the country.
The landscape has changed since Olmsted's death in
1903 and is today being restored by the National Park
Service to most closely reflect the late 1920's-a period
with adequate documentation and one that marks the
peak of the Olmsted firm's design work.
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Key

1 Hollow
2 Carriage Turn
3 Rock Garden

4 South Lawn

HOLI,OW
From the front porch of the house, turn left
8 descend the rough stone stairs.
Sunken and slightly removed, the Hollow provides a unique perspective on other features of the
property, even on life itself. Part of the garden's
charm comes from its informality. Plantings were
carefully selected and arranged so that layers of

greenery abound in various forms, textures and
shadings of color. No single element of scenery
demands particular attention or competes with the
artistry of the whole composition. The irregular
PAIH, vinecovered WALLS, and miniature CROTTO
are all intended to enhance the garden s natural
aPpearance.

The "picturesque" style - wild, romantic and
somewhat rugged * glorifies nature in all its bounty
and mystery. Olmsted relished such wildness and rejected formal, geometric patterns of design which
merely imitate the city grid. Larger versions of this
landscape type are found in the Olmsted public park
- secret gardens where the spirit revives and the occasional stress of daily life is momentarily forgotten.

CARRIAGE TURN
Climb the garden stairs to the driae in front
of the house.
Entrances designed by Olmsted often act as transitional elements indicating the type of landscape to
follow. Formal, ornate gates were often used to introduce a linear promenade where park visitors meet
and greet before proceeding on to more rustic
scenery. The ARCHWAY at Fairsted introduces an informal, comfortable setting.
"The square, old house is almost entirely hidden
from the street, yet far from discouraging intimacy,
a sight of the place makes one long to explore its
hidden beauties,"

The Carriage Turn serves as an intermediate element in the landscape separating the wild dell from
the gentle lawn. Separation was an important principle for Olmsted. He disliked what he called the "incongruous mixture of styles" and thought it essential
that each portion of a landscape have a single,
coherent quality. Olmsted separated active from
passive recreation, woods from meadows, and walks
from drives.

ROCK GARDEN
Walk around the driae & locate a nalrow trail
leading into the corner wood.
Nineteenth century public parks often contained
miles of woodland trails, providing an opportunity
for quiet walks and momentary relief from the city's
hard pavement and noise. Fairsted's Rock Garden is
wilderness in miniature, appearing as spontaneous
and inevitable as the natural landscape. By arranging
plantings in a manner reminiscent of what is found
on a grander scale in nature, Olmsted was able to
lead visitors along paths which might have always
been there. The hand of the designer is never
apparent.

A "brief passage of scene ry" via the Rock Garden
TRAIL - enhanced by memory of what preceded
and by anticipation of what is to come - provides a
sequential experience. Sequencing was one of the
most effective devices used by Olmsted, one which
heightened awareness and interest in landscape
scenery. Plans for a Ramble in Central Park called for
13 rustic shelters, 4 bridges, a streah, o waterfall, a
castle and cave. All was accomplished within a mere
30 acres and viewed by means of a twisting trail. At
Fairsted, secluded WOODS suddenly open onto a
broad expanse of MEADOW and an "unexpected

Dense planting of trees and an irregular "waye"
of shrubs border the lawn at Fairsted, lending
privacy to the setting while suggesting mystery and
depth within. Spaciousness, another of Olmsted's
design principles, is achieved by using various
shadings of green, indefinite boundaries, and a
delicate interplay of light and color.

A single elm, or clump of elms, was often
planted on an Olmsted meadow landscape - a personal signature of the designer. It is easy to imagine
Olmsted and his family admiring the shape and majesty of the Fairsted ELM from within the pleasant
confines of their CONSERVATORY - or 'but-of-door
apartment." This spectacular tree is a focal point for
the contemplation of scenery yet does not draw attention from the landscape as a whole - something
which might be true of a manmade monument.
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The "green, dripping, glistening, gorgeous"
scenery of England charmed Olmsted on his early
travels and was a great source of inspiration in his
practice. Pastoral meadows and lawns designed for
parks and private home grounds such as Fairsted are
a reminder of the soothing countryside.

Olmsted's true genius can be found in both his artistic skill and his ability to touch the heart and mind
of the viewer. In describing his own response to
beautiful scenery, Olmsted wrote:
"Gradually and silently, the charm oaercomes us;
we know not exactly where or hout,"

The landscape of Fairsted, like the many others
created by Olmsted, is a special place in which to
observe, escape, unwind, and imagine.

